Creating Community
Starting Anew

Tapped In opens its virtual doors to the public, hosting real
Maintaining Routines
In April, we announce to our members that the old Tapped In MOO will be shut down in October, and invite them to “moove” ... Eisenhower National Clearinghouse, and Michael Hutchison’s Social Studies Forum sessions drawing large attendance.

Mark, Judi, and Patti coauthor a chapter in the book
Virtual Communities: Learning and Change in Cyberspace
2002
16077

BJ Berquist joins the Tapped In team as a teacher associate. We launch the Member Perspectives series to highlight Tapped ... Becker helps us complete a major redesign of the Tapped In interface to enhance its usability and visual appeal. In May,
Edutopia
features Tapped In in an article, “TAPPED IN: Connecting Communities of Learners Online.” The first annual summer ... to represent exemplary use of technology at the National Education Summit attended by President Clinton and 40 governors.

More than 30 different organizations have brought teams of educators into Tapped In. Tapped In staff members provide coaching to these education professionals on how to work successfully online. Noteworthy past and present tenants include:

Azusa Pacific University (APU)
Los Angeles County Office of Education (LACOE)
Michigan Public Schools (MPS)
National Writing Project (NWP)
Pepperdine University Graduate School of Education and Psychology (GSEP)
Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) Teacherline


www.tappedin.org
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KEY PUBLICATIONS

Our community model from a theoretical perspective:


Since our major grants ended in 2003, Tapped In has been supported
by a range of individual and organizational partnerships. Tapped In development and research was supported by National Science Foundation Grants REC-9725528 and REC-0106926.

Tapped In development and research was supported by National Science Foundation Grants REC-9725528 and REC-0106926.